MEXICO LINDO NYC

We are back.

Catering, Take Out and Delivery Is Available

We are currently open Wednesday – Sunday 4pm to 8pm.


As NYC Starts Moving Forward; We Will Be Expanding Our Menu & Hours. We Thank You For Your Support & Words Of Encouragement.

CALL US 212-679-3665 OR EMAIL INFO@MEXICOLINDONYC.COM

459 SECOND AVENUE (CORNER OF 26TH) NEW YORK CITY

WWW.MEXICOLINDONYC.COM  FAMILY OWNED & OPERATED SINCE 1972
APPETIZERS

GUACAMOLE...13.95
HOMEMADE CHIPS, OUR HOUSE SALSA & CHILE DE ARBOL HOT SALSA

GET YOUR GUAC ON...19.95
32 OZ OF GUACAMOLE, HOMEMADE CHIPS, HOUSE SALSA, HOT SAUCE

NACHOS SUPER SUPREMOS...19.95
MELTED CHEESE, JALAPENO, BLACK BEAN, GROUND BEEF, PICO DE GALLO, SOUR CREAM. HALF TRAY FOR 2-4 PPL

CHICKEN QUESADILLA...12.95
GRILLED FLOUR TORTILLA WITH CHEESE, CHICKEN; TOPPED WITH SALSA, SOUR CREAM, DRIZZLE, JALAPENO, GUACAMOLE

(V) AVOCADO & TOMATO SALAD...14.95
BABY ARUGULA WITH SLICED AVOCADO & TOMATO; WILDFLOWER HONEY BALSAMIC VINAIGRETTE

(V) BABY ARUGULA, ROASTED PEPIITAS, QUESO FRESCO, LEMON, OLIVE OIL...9.95

(V) CORN ESQUITES...9.95
CORN OFF THE COB; SERVED IN ITS BOILING BROTH W/MAYO, STINKY COTIJA CHEESE, CHILE POWDER, CILANTRO

QUESO FUNDIDO...11.95
MEXICAN CHEESE FONDUE WITH CHORIZO; ACCOMPANIED BY FLOUR TORTILLAS

(V) POTATO FLAUTITAS...11.95
CRISPY ROLLED CORN TORTILLA W POTATO; GARNISH TOMATILLO-AVOCADO SALSA & SOUR CREAM

CHICKEN FLAUTITAS...11.95
CRISPY ROLLED CORN TORTILLA W CHICKEN; GARNISH TOMATILLO-AVOCADO SALSA & SOUR CREAM

MAIN ENTREES

CLAUDIA’S CHICKEN ENCHILADAS CON MOLE...23.95
THREE CHICKEN ENCHILADAS STUFFED WITH CHICKEN; TOPPED WITH OUR MOLE POBLANO, QUESO FRESCO, ONION; ACCOMPANIED BY YELLOW RICE AND REFRIED PINTO BEANS

ENCHILADAS ROJAS DE PICADILLO...18.95
THREE ENCHILADAS STUFFED WITH OUR GROUND BEEF; TOPPED WITH RED CHILE GUAJILLO SALSA, QUESO FRESCO, ONION; YELLOW RICE AND REFRIED PINTO BEANS

(V) VEGGIE ENCHILADAS ROJAS...16.95
STUFFED WITH SAUTÉED ZUCCHINI, POTATO & BROCCOLI; TOPPED WITH RED CHILE GUAJILLO SALSA, QUESO FRESCO, ONION. SERVED WITH YELLOW RICE & BLACK BEANS

(V) BYRD’S BURRITOS VERDES...17.95
SOFT FLOUR TORTILLAS STUFFED WITH BLACK BEAN, YELLOW RICE, ZUCCHINI, ONION & BROCCOLI TOPPED WITH OUR CHILE JALAPENO-TOMATILLO SALSA VERDE & A SOUR CREAM DRIZZLE

TACOS AL CARBON...24.95
GRILLED STEAK OR SHRIMP TACOS W/JALAPEÑO PICO DE GALLO, LIMES, GUAC. SERVED W/ RICE & BEANS

ENCHILADAS DE CAMARON...22.95
CORN TORTILLAS STUFFED W/ SAUTÉED SHRIMP IN A TOMATILLO-JALAPEÑO SALSA VERDE; ACCOMPANIED BY WHITE RICE

BURRITOS ESPECIALES...19.95
FLOUR TORTILLAS STUFFED WITH STEWED CHICKEN AND GROUND BEEF. TOPPED WITH RED GUAJILLO SALSA & CREMA ACCOMPANIED BY GUACAMOLE, YELLOW RICE & REFRIED PINTO BEANS

CHICKEN FAJITAS...21.95
SHRIMP OR STEAK FAJITA...23.95
MIXED FAJITA...25.95
VEGGIE...16.95
FAJITAS ARE SAUTEED WITH PEPPERS, ONIONS, MUSHROOMS, TOMATOES ACCOMPANIED BY FLOUR TORTILLAS, YELLOW RICE, REFRIED PINTO BEANS, GUACAMOLE

PORK BUTT CARNITAS...21.95
FRIED MARINATED PORK BUTT SERVED WITH PICO DE GALLO, GUACAMOLE, TORTILLAS.: ACCOMPANIED BY RICE & BEANS

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT. PLEASE REMEMBER; WE WILL BE EXPANDING THE MENU AND HOURS. FOLLOW @MexicoLindoNYC FOR THE LATEST FOOD & COCKTAIL SPECIALS.

WWW.MEXICOLINDONYC.COM

*Please Note Prices & Items Subject To Change.